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Pres ident's
Corner

Alumni Director Susan E. Harvey
shares pictures taken on the Hawaii
tour with President Mills.

A

this issue of the ROCK contains a report concerning the recent trip
that Dotty and I took to China, it seemed a good time to feature a
colleague in the President's Corner. I am pleased that our excellent Alumni
Director, Susie Harvey, has submitted the following report concerning the
alumni trip to Hawaii.
I feel greatly honored that Gene Mills has asked me to be his "guest" in
this spot and I welcome the chance to comment on the Alumni Association sponsored tour of Hawaii, planned in conjunction with the basketball
team's schedule. The participants included the Poet team, its coaches and
33 alumni and parents and, for me, it was very special. Dr. and Mrs. Mills
usually take this opportunity to visit our Hawaiian friends, but this time
they couldn't fit it into their schedule. We certainly missed the enthusiasm
their presence always generates, but we did have a memorable time.
Coach Dave Jacobs outdid himself in the selection of this year's basketball team. The players are all fine examples of Whittier College students
and served as excellent representatives of the College. In four days the
Poets played three games on Oahu, one against Hawaii Loa College and
two against BYU, Hawaii. Although we only won once, all three games
were well worth watching, especially the third one, when the team very
nearly upset BYU. While in Honolulu, we had the opportunity to host a
reception for Island alumni and parents and our thanks go to Vickie Ekdahl
Bisho '64 for her help in making the necessary arrangements. You may be
surprised to learn that we have 187 alumni in the Islands, and that there
are 35 students from Hawaii in the current student body.
We had a good time in Oahu, but in some ways Maui was even better.
After the three games, the team flew home so that the students could take
their finals, while parents and alumni all went on to Maui. The weather
was perfect and everyone took advantage of the four days we spent there
to sun, play golf, shop and sightsee. One couple put over 425 miles on
their rental car—hard to believe since the Island is only about 45 miles
long! The last night we all celebrated by attending a traditional luau, complete with entertainment, roast pig and all the accompanying trappings.
When I was a student at Whittier—I graduated in '67—I was always
impressed with the friendly, caring attitude of everyone on campus. It was
as if we were one big, happy family. As Alumni Director, I continue to be
impressed with that same wonderful sense of friendliness, an attitude
which all Whittier College alumni seem to demonstrate. Never has this been
more apparent than on the Hawaiian trip. Besides the excitement of being
in the Islands, there was an aura of camaraderie among all who participated
that simply could not be topped. The break in our normal routine was
well worthwhile, made so by the caliber of all with whom we traveled or
whom we met! Aloha!
Susie Harvey

Some of the group of alumni and
friends who toured Hawaii on the trip
with the Poet basketball team.
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n keeping with tradition, the annual John Greenleaf Whittier Society

I Dinner will feature an individual of international prominence.
THE
JOHN
GREENLEAF
WHITTIER
SOCIETY

His Excellency Helmut Schmidt, who served as Chancellor of West
Germany from 1974-1982, has agreed to speak at this event on Wednesday,
May 28, in the Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles.
A dynamic and popular figure in the economic and political arena,
Mr. Schmidt was lauded by the German weekly newspaper Die Zeit for his
"rhetorical brilliance and wide-ranging expertise. . . enrapturing foreign
audiences with a combination of wit and charm."
Other speakers at these dinners have included former President Gerald
Ford, the Hon. Henry Kissinger, and—last year—Ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick.
For reservations and information, call Jacquie Muller at the College
Advancement Office, (213) 693-0771, extension 387.
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THE UNITED STATES AND THE

PACIFIC
ftiI

Entering the "Pacific Era"
Stephen Overturf, Ph.D.

T

he countries of East and Southeast Asia, the South Pacific
and North America are increasingly
being identified as a bloc of countries with a separate identity,
referred to variously as the Pacific
Region, Pacific Basin or the Pacific
Rim. Although the terms imply
primarily an economic connection,
•
through international trade and
•
financial relations, the implications
for political interdependence are
significant.

Trade and Growth
The record of growth of the
Asian countries included in the Pacific Rim is most impressive. Many of
these countries have grown, after
adjusting for inflation, at astounding annual rates at or near
10%. This is about twice the real
growth rate of many Western economies. What accounts for this impressive record? At base it can be
traced to a specific economic model
for growth honed to perfection by
the Japanese: export-led growth.
4

Most basically the model relies
on nurturing export industries to
provide a leading sector to spur job
creation and expansion within an
economy, while continuing to
emphasize investment (in these and
other industries) over consumption.
The model comes quite naturally to
a country like Japan which, like
many in this part of the world, was
not blessed with abundant natural
resources nor, at least initially, with
adequate market demand for largescale production. As Richard
Landis, President, Pacific. of R. J.
Reynolds Industries, points out,
Japan and many of her neighbors
are trading nations, ". . . and must
trade to survive."
Survive they have, and so well
that now United States' trade has
switched over dramatically from an
Atlantic to a Pacific orientation.
Ramon Myers of the Hoover Institution, for example, cites statistics
that show total U.S. trade with
Western Europe as 70% higher than
with the Pacific Basin in 1965,
whereas by 1980 trading patterns

had shifted to such a degree that
U.S. trade was 40% higher with the
Basin than with Europe. This is
basically due to the extensive and
continuing expansion of the countries within this region.
With the growth in income and
trade has come greater interdependence. Although this has very
important benefits for all involved,
there are some risks. Saburo Okita,
President of Tokyo's International
University, was speaking for more
than his own country when he
noted that "Japan cannot remain
an island of prosperity in an ocean
of recession." The influence, of
course, works the other way as well.
When the U.S. began to come out
of the recent recession in October
of 1983 with a small drop in the
unemployment rate, Taiwan's exports increased 20%, and South
Korea's 34%.

Increasingly Reliant
Another form of dependence has
grown up between the Asian countries of the Pacific Rim. These
countries are increasingly relying
upon other countries in the region
to provide markets for their goods.
Now more than a third of all Asian
trade takes place within this subregion of the Rim, a large share
coming from and going to Japan
(about 15% to 25% on a country by
country basis). As Myers points
out: "Nearly half of the Basin countries traded more with Japan than
with the U.S. in 1980 as Japan
increased its demand for the primary and intermediate products
from the Basin community."
It should be noted that the
export-led growth model is hardly
the only reason for the continuing
success of many of these countries.
One must include as well (1) flexibility, (2) government cooperation,
(3) late entry into the growth
process, and (4) hardworking populations. In terms of flexibility, some
of the more advanced of the Pacific
Rim countries are now in the process of moving into a second stage
of their own industrial revolutions.

They are not only adapting resources to changes within their
internal economies, i.e. responding
to the higher wage rates that come
with prosperity, but are responding
to changing market demand conditions within the U.S. as well. They
are providing us with automobiles,
electronic products and other goods,
and are doing it with high quality

Ayala Avenue, main thoroughfare of the
Makati business district.
Courtesy Tourist Research and Planning

Recently constructed apartment
complex in suburban northwestern
section of Tokyo.
Courtesy Embassy of Japan

products at low cost. Government
cooperation, or perhaps more accurately, a lack of governmental hinderance to the development effort,
has also been part of this process.
Countries range the spectrum from
the almost pure laissez faire attitude
in Hong Kong to aggressive planning
in Japan, but essentially, all view
the role of government to be supportive of business and growth. Late
entry into the growth process has
helped Asian nations avoid the mistakes made by countries which
earlier moved into industrial revolution and the "take off" into sustained growth, as has the existence
of large labor forces willing to work
hard and save in order to improve
their standard of living.
continued overleaf
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The petrochemical fertilizer
plant in Ch'ungiu
(Courtesy: The Bechtel Corporation)

Opportunities and Threats
The opportunities in this situation for the United States are
obvious. The Pacific Rim, as noted
above, provides us with high quality
goods at low cost, often much lower
than it would cost us to provide the
same goods at home. Likewise, these
countries are presently and potentially good markets for the commodities that we can produce efficiently and at low cost. This is the
notion of comparative advantage,
that countries should produce the
commodities that use the resources
they have in abundance, and then
trade with other countries for the
commodities that they can produce
more efficiently. In this way trade
can be expected to provide an
engine for growth for all the countries within the Pacific Rim, and to
promise a high and growing standard of living for us all. The potential is so great that many are now
talking of a "Pacific Era" of rapid
growth and development, a development to which the U.S. is integral,
and which can have sweeping implications for those of us on the
Pacific coast.
It should be emphasized that the
concept of a Pacific Era is not
limited to economic implications,
but carries with it opportunities for
6

political interdependence as well.
When strong trade ties bind countries together, there is every expectation that political ties are also
created. The possibilities for political stability and democratic
maturity, in an area of no mean strategic importance for this country,
are significant.
Whereas the opportunities for
increased economic and political
links within the Rim are real, so are
the potential threats to those links.
The first of these must be considered the political instability created
by nondemocratic governments in
the region. It is arguable that perhaps even more important than
these direct threats to democratic
government is the threat to the economic underpinnings of the region
inherent in protectionist legislation
now being proposed in the United
States. There are currently over 200
bills before Congress threatening to
limit trade in one form or another,
and many of these bills are more or
less directly aimed at our trading
partners in the Rim, most especially
at Japan.
A word is in order on the cause
of this proposed legislation. Most of
the bills have been justified by the
large balance of trade deficits we
have been running with the rest of
the world. An excess of imports

over exports on the order of $120
billion per year has resulted in public
pressure to do something about the
trade deficit, a pressure that special
interests among domestic producers
have been able to use to further
their own interests of reducing competition from abroad. In fact, the
trade deficit can be traced with no
great effort to the large federal budget deficits being run by the U.S.
The linkage is this: large budget
deficits (in order to be financed
without printing too much money)
have created high real (i.e. adjusted
for inflation) interest rates, which
have in turn attracted large inflows
of funds from abroad to take advantage of the rates. These flows have
been around $100 billion per year,
and have been so large that they
have driven the dollar to levels not
seen since the early 1970s. The
strong dollar, by making imports
inexpensive to us and U.S. exports
expensive to foreign buyers, is the
real cause of the balance of trade
deficits. It is not lack of protection
of U.S. producers that is the problem, rather it is the state of the
budget within the U.S.
All of this might simply be interesting economics to talk about in
International Economics courses, or
the Wall Street Journal, except for
the fact that the protectionist pres-

sure being carried about in the Trojan Horse of doing something about
the trade deficit, has dire implications for our future growth and for
that of the entire region.
The best way to reduce our
greater than $37 billion deficit with
Japan, and our greater than $60 billion deficit with the Asian sector of
the Pacific Rim, is not to introduce
trade barriers. It will not even help
significantly if Japan, say, were to
reduce her long standing and notorious trade barriers to us. It has
been estimated that even if Japan
were to eliminate all of the barriers
in the areas that everyone recognizes
as being important, including agriculture, telecommunications, forest
products, medical equipment and
pharmaceuticals, it would only
lower the deficit by a maximum of
$8 billion. In fact, the best solution
lies in our own hands: reduce the
budget deficit. The threat of protectionism is, of course, that by
reducing our trade within the region we will force the area into
greater interdependence without us,
thereby losing the region to our
economic and political influence.
At the least, by causing a reduction
in their trust in us as trading partners, protectionism could reinforce
the present tendency to greater
East and Southeast Asian interdepedent trade. At the worst it could
create Pacific-wide (including the
U.S.) recession and depression,
slower growth, growing animosities
and, possibly, the very political
instability we have been at such
pains to avoid.

Countries of the Region
The individual countries of the
Pacific Rim bear many of the same
traits and yet are quite individual in
nature.
Japan, as noted above, has followed the export-led growth model
to economic success and is now
beginning to take a greater political
leadership role in the region. It has
maintained its growth after its initial
leading sectors have begun to lag by
efficiently redeploying resources
and by possessing an uncanny abil-

ity to read, understand, and predict
U.S. buying habits. Japan's link
with the U.S. is becoming even
greater as Japanese investment in
this country has grown by 63%
between 1980 and 1983. Fully 342
companies in this country are now
owned and controlled by Japanese.
China is actively fostering
modernization and growth in what

Chinese scientists complete
a rocket-fueling procedure

Michael Armacost, Under Secretary
for Political Affairs, calls a
stunning program of economic
reform." More and more areas
within agriculture and industry are
being opened up to capitalist incentives, and the West is being actively
encouraged to participate in the
process through greater trade, joint
ventures, and finance. The hope is
that these efforts will result in
continued growth, an increased standard of living, and a significant
reduction in the present 25%-30%
"underemployment" rate. Although
there have been some stop/go signals, due both to a desire not to
make any .large mistakes and, undoubtedly, some latent suspicion of
the West, things are moving very
fast indeed by historical standards.
This is a time for important interaction with a part of the world that
was simply not open to any intercourse for decades. The implications
of having China move closer to the
United States economically and,
perhaps, politically are nothing less
than exciting.
South Korea is a country that
has followed the Japanese model
and has done it very well. It too is

now adapting from labor to more
capital-intensive industry, with a
new thrust towards steel, shipbuilding and construction services.
Taiwan too has followed the
Japanese mold and has succeeded.
It also is moving away from laborintensive production, especially
textiles, and towards heavy industry
and technologically sophisticated
production. Taiwan is heavily
dependent on the U.S. market and
would be hard hit by any U.S.
moves towards protectionism.
Thailand has not had extensive
growth, perhaps due as much to
turmoil in this part of the region as
anything, but it has recently benefitted from gas and oil resources.
Malasia has had some growth,
but in the view of many is still too
dependent upon traditional products such as rubber, tin and
tropical hardwoods.
The Philippines have had labor
problems and significant political
unrest. If anything, experiences
there underscore the risks involved
with lack of stability in the Pacific
Region.
Hong Kong and Singapore have
benefitted greatly from the provision of trade and financial services.
Hong Kong is now much more
secure in its fate after the British
leasehold expires in 1997.
Australia and New Zealand have
immense national treasures, as does
Indonesia with its oil resources.

Conclusions
The Pacific Rim is entering, or
even well into, the "Pacific Era," a
building interdependence of trade
and growth that holds unequalled
political and economic opportunities for all the countries in the
region. If there is any risk, it lies
in cutting the ties that naturally
bind the region together by otherwise inappropriate protectionist
trade legislation. Apart from this,
the future of the Rim looks very
bright, especially to those of us
in California, who, by virtue of
geography and resources, stand to
gain much by increased trade and
growth in the area.J
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BUILDING
BRIDGES
WITH BEIJING
President Eugene S. Mills

N.1

6:30 we were abruptly piped
out of bed by a stirring march
that was broadcast at an extraordinary volume over a campus
loudspeaker. Dotty and I rushed to
the window of our third floor room
in the Beijing Teachers College
Guest House and peered out at our
first daylight view of China. On the
street below us we saw a flowing
river of people on bicycles. They
were workers and students, most in
dark blue Mao jackets and trousers,
the women in dark blue pants suits.
Here and there in the steady flow
there were family units, father
pedalling, mother sitting sidesaddle
on the back, holding a young child.
Though we had had only a few
hours of sleep after our 12,000-mile
flight from Los Angeles, we were
eager to begin our long-awaited
visit to this fascinating country.
We had come to China as guests
of Beijing Teachers College (recently renamed Beijing Municipal
University), an institution with
which Whittier College has an exchange program that was established in 1983, thanks in large part to
the efforts of our political science
professor Robert Wang and our
specialist in Chinese history, Robert
Marks. While the program had placed
two Beijing students at Whittier for
the 1984-85 academic year and
another two for the present year,
this fall Randy Davidson '88 and
Rajjina Singh '87 were the first
two of our students to travel to
Beijing.
The purposes of our trip were:
(1)
to examine the program firsthand and to visit our students
during the course of their studies;
(2)
to become better acquainted
with contemporary higher education in a rapidly changing China;
and (3) to further strengthen
relations between American and
Chinese higher education. We
wished also to reciprocate the

Dotty Mills at Forbidden City, Beijing.
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kind invitation that had been
extended by President Yang Chuanwei by personally inviting him to
spend a week at Whittier College in
1986. We feel that all of these
purposes were well served by the
trip and we are delighted that the
President will visit Whittier next
year.

International Education
International education has long
been a matter of special concern on
the Whittier campus. Perhaps some
alumni will recall that, over a
quarter of a century ago, Professor
Gerald Patten had been instrumental in establishing the relations that
led to the creation of one of our
fine programs in Copenhagen, a
program that continues to function
successfully. During the first semester of this academic year there have
been 25 students studying in Copenhagen under the faculty leadership
of Dr. Stephen Gothold and his wife
Jean. In addition, over a dozen of
our faculty members have served
as resident directors in previous
years. We also have had students
who studied in France, Spain, Germany, the Soviet Union, England,
Mexico and other countries. Our
Kathy Weber '83 (now Weston)
studied in Beijing in the fall of
1981, and Bonny Sweeney '81 in
the spring of 1982. Celia Solis '85
was there the entire year 1982-83
and Lisa Isobe '84 during the fall
of 1982. These students were in
Beijing prior to the creation of our
formal exchange program.
There have been a number of
faculty members through the years
who have devoted special attention
to international education, both in
their classes and in their scholarly
and travel activities. Among our
present faculty, one thinks of
Professors Michael McBride, Lois
Oppenheim, Leslie Howard, Robert
Marks, Hilmi Ibrahim and Vala Jean
Stults. The Whittier Institute for
International Understanding sponsored by the American Friends
Service Committee, has contributed
to the "international dimension"
on our campus.

Six years ago, the faculty undertook a major study of the curriculum
that resulted in our award-winning
Liberal Education Program. This
program assures that each student
completes requirements that include non-Western studies. The
faculty considers it to be essential
that a broadly educated student
gain some fundamental understanding of the cultures that are to be
found in Africa, Latin America and
Asia. Consistent with this concern,
there has been an effort to expand
our offerings to non-Western areas
and in certain relevant languages
such as Chinese. We now have a
full-time professor of Chinese,
Hsiao-Min Chang. Students who are
going to study in Beijing must have
completed a year of Chinese
language prior to being approved
for study in our exchange program
with that country.

A Busman's Holiday
Shortly after having been "piped"
out of bed that morning, we were
given breakfast in the Guest House
dining room and then escorted to an
adjacent campus stadium where we
were to participate in a celebration
of the 30th anniversary of the
founding of Beijing Teachers
College. Students gathered on the
dirt playing field, each sitting, row
upon row, upon a single sheet of
paper. We were seated next to the
podium in the reviewing stand,
along with several rows of academic
and government officials. It was
strangely reassuring to find that,
except for the language, the

ceremony was a familiar academic
proceeding. There was music, and
there were speeches by the President, the Dean, a student representative, an alumna and city officials.
There were also presentations of
gifts and proclamations. It seemed
strange not to have an appearance,
proclamation in hand, by our
Whittier Mayor, Myron Claxton '40!
Following the ceremony, we
were escorted to the art gallery and
the music auditorium. The faculty
exhibition was most interesting and
we were impressed by the diversity
of style and the luxurious nudes.
The concert also was excellent,
students and faculty offering both
Western and Chinese music.
In the days that followed we
toured the campus, visited classes,
laboratories and the library, and
were hosted at meals and numerous conferences. In all these
activities we were received with
great friendliness and courtesy.
There was evident throughout a
strong interest in the educational
theories and practices of the United
States.
Faculty members and college and
government officials were frank in
stating that the Chinese must work
hard to overcome the losses that
were sustained by educational and
other professional people during
the cultural revolution of 1966-76.
As one faculty member put it: "We
have lost an entire generation."
This view was shared by the psychology faculty, with whom I had
an extended and most interesting
session at Beijing University.

"Sculpturing" a handmade rug at
Beijing Carpet Factory.

continued overleaf
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continued from preceding page

Two visits with government
officials stand out. I had a lengthy
conference with the Director of the
Bureau of Higher Education, and
accompanied by Ge Xiulian who
had studied at Whittier last year,
Dotty and I were hosted at lunch in
a downtown hotel by the Vice
Minister of Education. These two
officials stressed China's need for
trained and highly educated people
in order to progress beyond its
present condition and stated that
"education is the way forward."
They spoke of the new initiatives
that are under way: expanding the
number and size of exchange programs, adopting a new national
program mandating nine years of
education for all young people, and
substantially decentralizing the
administration of higher education
in order to make it possible for
institutions to do a better job of
"meeting the needs of society."
When I asked one official what
he felt to be their greatest need, he
responded, "trained teachers, computers, books and equipment."
There is a government program now
in place that will increase the number of colleges and universities.
When we asked students what they
believed to be the greatest need in
their country, without exception
they replied: "Housing." There are
literally dozens of huge, high-rise
apartment buildings under construction in Beijing but the students
don't take much comfort from this
program because they know that
younger people are likely to be far
down on the list of applicants.

'I'm starting to Dream
in Chinese!'
Our fine students, Randall and
Rajjina, have found the academic
program to be challenging and they
are enthusiastic about their studies
and their more informal relationships with Chinese students. The
program of study is intense, and
certainly their language skills are
developing at a rapid rate. It was reassuring to learn that they were
10

planning to write a leaflet that will
serve as a useful reference for students who follow them to Beijing.
It was great fun to be part of the
informal meals in the Guest House.
Each meal involved a collection of
students and other residents who
offered lively conversation about
daily experiences, class assignments,
bike trips and personal views of the
life and culture of the city. There
were hilarious efforts to reconcile
interpretations of the menu and
the cost of dishes. There was most
certainly a positive attitude about
the lasting experiences and memories that are part of living abroad.

The Forbidden City,
"Tourist" Eugene Mills and guide
and interpreter Wu Jing-Mi
of Beijing Teachers' College.

Immersion in the language and
culture of another country takes
the students beyond the essential
words or characters of a language.
Experiences with Chinese students
and other new friends provide
Randall and Rajjina with a new
awareness of thought and communication. Perhaps the best
evidence of this was the excited
comment by Randall at breakfast
one morning: "It has happened!
It has happened! I'm starting to
dream in Chinese!"

Diversions and Excursions
President Yang generously provided us with a car, a driver and an
interpreter in order to make it
possible for us to visit sites in and
around Beijing. Fortunately, we
were able to see many of the remarkable and historic buildings and
natural wonders—the Forbidden
City, Summer Palace, Great Wall,
Ming Tombs, and Temple of Heaven.
Dotty kept her camera clicking and
we returned with a fine treasure of
color slides.
Of particular interest was the life
along the streets and roads. We

were surprised by the extent of
private, commercial enterprise.
This development is described in an
article in a recent issue of The
Christian Science Monitor. According to author Ann R. Scott, the
new entrepreneurs are flourishing.
She writes that China now has
... more than 10 million new selfemployed, whose thriving restaurants, repair shops and beauty
parlors are the heart of the smallscale capitalism now encouraged by
the Communist Party." There are
134,000 in Beijing, and we saw
many of them during our travels.
Before leaving the capital we
were privileged to be invited to the
home of Ge Xiulian and her husband. Also present were their nextdoor neighbor, Jiao Peimin, who

has studied at Whittier, and his wife.
The friendliness and warmth of
this experience touched us very
much, as did a visit to the impressively classic Chinese home of
Professor Hao, chairman of the
department of psychology. We will
never forget the dinner party that
we had at Beijing's most famous
"Peking Duck" restaurant.
Finally, a random memory at the
end of our stay: we were introduced
to a new friend of Randall's, a
young man who models clothing on
TV. He was wearing a faded political lapel button that read, simply,
"Ike and Dick."

10,000-Minute Sabbatical
In my seventh year as president,
and with the indulgence of the
Board of Trustees, we took a
10,000-minute sabbatical on our
way to meet with alumni in Hong
Kong! Accompanied by our young
faculty interpreter, we left Beijing
by "soft sleeper" for the 22-hour
train ride to Man. What a thrill to
see the larger than lifesize 2,000year old terracotta warriors and
horses guarding the tomb of the
Emperor Qin. One thousand of
these have been excavated out
of a total of 6,000. We also visited
a 6,000-year old Neolithic village
where we happened upon a
Whittier physician and his wife who
live on Eariham Drive across from
Stauffer Science Center!

Professors Hao and Han of Beijing
Teachers' College with Dotty
and Eugene Mills.

From Xian we flew to Guilin,
President Mills with President Yang
where Vice President and Mrs. Bush
and Vice President Liu of Beijing
preceded us by one-half hour on a
Teachers' College.
boat trip down the Li River through
the absolutely unique, towering
directory of the day's events!
pointed mountains so often deSteve was a marvellous host and
picted in Chinese landscape paintwe much enjoyed the dinners that
ings. The mountains, sampans, water
he arranged, which included his
buffalo and peasant life along the
sister, Christine '84, John Lamme
river gave us a contrasting view of
'83, Susanna Pau '82 and Kitty
China.
Young '77. We have a warm spot in
our hearts for all of the good
Whittier College people in Hong
Upon arrival from Guilin, we
Kong!
were dazzled by the hurly-burly
The whole trip was a tremencommerce of Hong Kong. Suddenly
dously rewarding experience.
we were surrounded by cars and
Dotty and I—strangers in a strange
traffic, with not a bicycle in sight.
land—were made to feel not only
The change suggested a huge gulf
welcome, but at home. We were
between the societies that are to
pleased to see our students doing so
come together in 1997, according
well and we returned with respect
to the agreement that was recently
for the quality of education that
signed by Great Britain and China.
is provided by our exchange proSteve Mok '82 (and Alumni
Director Susie Harvey by telephone) gram. While we did not learn to
"dream in Chinese," we certainly
had done a superb job of making
gained an improved understanding
arrangements for an alumni teaof the country in which a quarter
reception. It was a pleasant time
and we appreciated the friendliness of the world's population reside. LU
and continuing interest that were
shown by alumni and parents of
current students. It was a special
surprise to see Asha Saund, a magna
cum laude 1982 graduate of
Whittier College School of Law,
and her husband and young son.
They were travelling to India and
happened to see the announcement
of the reception on the hotel

'Where are the Bikes?'

Photo credits: Dotty Mills.
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PROGRESS FOR PROFIT
T

he expansion in the Pacific
Basin in the last two decades
would not have been possible without what World Times Inc. in
WorldPa per last March described as
the "five T's of mutual interest and
action—trade, technology, transportation, telecommunication and
training." Japan, of course, is the
prime example of the value of the
"five T's," but because it has
incorporated much of the latest
technology into its approach to
business—in effect skipping whole
generations in building industrial
systems—China is the outstanding
model for much of the Pacific Rim.
As Whittier's Dr. Robert Marks
mentioned (in the panel discussion
reported elsewhere in this
magazine) "the world looks
different depending on where you
are . . . you are likely to feel
differently if you are an international businessman selling oil
drill bits than (if you are) a
farmer." This is where Robert
A. Stockmar comes into the
picture.
A trustee of the college, Robert
Stockmar is president and CEO of
Stockmar International Inc., with
offices in the eleven western states.
The company services refineries,
power plants and industrial
facilities and, through Promac, Inc.
(founded in 1984) overhauls and
rebuilds metal turbines. His latest
subsidiary is Stockmar-Kuo Far
East, Ltd., a Hong Kong-based
limited partnership.
Stockmar has been in China on
many occasions. According to him,
joint ventures between that country
and the United States are often
time-consuming, mainly because
Americans and other westerners do
not appreciate that the Oriental
methods of negotiating are not the
same as theirs. To assist him in such
matters, Stockmar took as his
partner Jack D. Kuo, a Chinese
national with whom he formed a
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close friendship as long ago as
1944. Stockmar-Kuo Far East has
done extensive purchasing of
machine parts from the People's
Republic of China and Bob
Stockmar is impressed by the
quality and meticulous attention
to detail of their products. He
points to the aircraft factory of
the Guizhou Aviation Ministry
and China Materials Export
Corporation, which produces the
F-7s at a price about one-third of
what they would cost in the States.

Trustee Robert Stockmar (left) and
Jack D. Kuo (third from left) on one
of his frequent visits to China.

The cost-effectiveness of
contracts with the Orient has been
the subject of frequent articles in
the press. In "The Koreans are
Coming," in Business Week on
December 23, 1985, the authors
gave as an example of such
savings the IBM-compatible computer manufactured by Daewoo
Telecom Co., and sold through
Leading Edge in Massachusetts,
which, the article said: "has received rave reviews in the trade
press, but its major appeal is that it
sells for $1,495, while a comparable
IBM system costs $3,000."
"The Chinese provinces are more
independent than would appear
from most press reports," says the
Whittier College trustee. "The
Chinese have now moved their
economic revolution from their
successful agricultural reform
program to the urban areas,
permitting managers to make their
own decisions in such matters as

wages, suppliers, investment and
production."
Yet this freedom of action also
makes difficulties since, according
to Stockmar, there is a great
variance between what is acceptable
in different provinces. Moreover,
now that they are no longer completely under the thumb of the
central governing body, there is a
tendency to rivalry between the
provinces. In addition, the rules
regarding imports and exports
change so rapidly that even before
they are implemented they are
already outdated.
Stockmar also points out that
Korea is already matching Japan in
both quality and price and, in his
opinion, within the next two
decades we may well see China
taking the edge from both countries.
He states that the opportunities
for international trade are tremendous, almost like panning for gold
in the last century! However, he
emphasizes that before rushing
into numerous negotiations,
anyone wishing to do business in
China should make sure to be fully
informed on all available options
and should not forget that, as is
always a fact, influence also plays
a large part in the outcome of an
enterprise. In his own case, he
admits that he might not have had
nearly the same success had it not
been for his close association with
Jack Kuo.
Bob Stockmar is only one of
many of today's entrepreneurs
who have had the foresight and the
courage to follow his fortunes
westward. Recently WorldPa per
predicted that by the 21st century
six out often human beings on our
planet will live in the Pacific
region! If that prophesy should
prove to be accurate, as well it may,
surely Robert Stockmar's investment in China will pay substantial
dividends. IJ
D.L.

International Trends in the Pacific

Robert B. Marks

Introduction: The nations bordering the Pacific Ocean are an extraordinarily diverse and sometimes volatile collection of cultures, each struggling for economic growth and political unity in competition with the
others. Relationships are in constant flux. Political tensions, cultural and
ethnic tensions and economic warfare all contribute to the complexity of
the situation.
As the United States becomes increasingly tied to these countries as
trading partners and/or allies, we need to be aware of the growing complexity and potentially fragile nature of those relationships.
Recently, a panel of Whittier College professors looked at some of the
more important issues facing the nations of the Pacific Rim: Joyce
Kaufman, assistant professor of political science and editor of a recently
published book on NA TO; Michael J. McBride, professor of political
science and director of foreign study; Hsiao-Min Chang, assistant professor
of Chinese and a native of Taiwan; and Robert B. Marks, associate professor of history and a specialist on China, who led the discussion.
The questions they raised are difficult ones. What role should the U.S.
play in the Philippines? Are human rights incompatible with economic
development in areas like Southeast Asia? What effect would a rearmed
Japan have on the balance of power in the Pacific Rim?

Joyce Kaufmann

Michael J. McBride

Hsiao-Min Chang

Marks: How much do you think
the last fifteen years of the twentieth century are going to focus on
Asia? Is the Pacific Rim going to
become more important than the
North Atlantic, for example, in
terms of trade and power?

distinctions are breaking down, I
think, and the nations of the Pacific
Rim are growing in power (where
power is defined as related to economics and trade). The balance is
shifting.
It was only when nations like
Japan were able to gain economic
independence that the perception
of other nations such as the U.S.
had to shift in order to see them as,
in fact, equals, competitors, contenders, within the international
system, as more than a place for the
U.S. to both protect and exploit.

Rim" is a reflection of the increased
number and awareness of Asian!
American minorities in the U.S.
They are more involved in American society, and perhaps to some
extent they are helping to advance
the notion because it ties them
back to their own heritage.

Kaufman: Oh yes, I think we are
definitely seeing movement in that
direction. We are seeing it with
China, certainly with Japan.
Western Europe is moving more and
more to strengthen relations with
those nations. Where once we had
seen self-contained or more integrated geographic regions, now such

McBride: I wonder to what extent
our concern with Asia and the
growing use of the term "Pacific

Marks: We need to recognize that
the world looks different depending
on where you are. For example,
perceptions depend, if you are Chinese, on which particular political
persuasion you happen to be—or if
you are an American and a farmer

continued overleaf
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who doesn't export, you are likely
to feel differently than an international businessman selling oil drill
bits: recognize that there is
diversity.
I think, for example, that the
Pacific Rim should be recognized
largely as a capitalist system, a
trading system. In China for the last
decade or so, going back to the
early 70s in fact, the Chinese have
tried to deal with the question of
the extent to which they are going
to participate in the capitalist world
system and still try to build socialism in China. That contradiction
itself is an extraordinarily explosive
one within China.
The notion of the Pacific Rim, I
think, is a peculiarly American notion. But recognizing all that, let's
think for a while of some important
issues that American citizens might
be concerned about in the Pacific
Rim.
I personally think the most important one is the Philippines. What
are the issues? How can we deal
with and understand what is happening there?
McBride: I think their use as a military base, at this point, is more or
less unimportant in terms of the
overall nuclear balance. I think a
more important issue may be our
relations with New Zealand and
Australia over nuclear power.
If we were to suddenly develop
limited or bad relations with them,
which I don't think is likely, that
would far outweigh anything that
could happen with the Philippines,
which, in terms of population, is
not that significant, and if anything,
is an economic burden, a problem,
and now an embarrassment.
Kaufman: Australia is threatening
to pull out of ANZUS (the military
alliance of Australia, New Zealand
and the United States).
McBride: Yes. I think if Australia
and New Zealand turn more towards China and Japan—they will
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probably turn a little that way as
China opens up, it's a logical thing
to do—that might be more unsettling
to the U.S.'s psyche and military
status than their pulling out of
ANZUS.
We have always counted on at
least their support and their friendship and their moderating voice to
assist in dealing with problems in
Asia. I think that is more serious
than what is going on in the
Philippines.
Marks: You don't see the danger,
then, of the U.S. supporting, in ways
that it hasn't so far, the Marcos
regime through military and financial means?
McBride: If it goes that far, then I
think it is wrong. If we decide we
must hold the Philippines at all
costs, that would be a mistake and
could lead us into very serious problems.
Kaufman: I agree we are running
into difficulties, partly symbolic,
with the Philippines. There is a big
international emphasis on human
rights issues. The Marcos regime is
certainly repressive but the U.S. has
continued to look at the Philippines
as a traditional ally—a source of
basing and all that. I think that's
where the symbolism could be very
bad for the U.S. from a global,
public-opinion perspective.
Coming back to my point about
the break-up of ANZUS, I see it as
potentially very threatening to the
U.S. if Australia does withdraw
from the ANZUS pact, which it
looks as if it is.
It's potentially threatening, not
to the alliance system as a whole,
because alliances like NATO are still
very safe. But it is a direct threat to
the security structure that the U.S.
built up following the second World
War. And it is also an indication
that the U.S. is depending on nations that see themselves as increasingly independent in formulating their own foreign and
national security policies.

Marks: What's wrong with that?
Kaufman: I don't think there is anything wrong with it. But it is the
first time in a long time the U.S. is
going to have to confront it, that is
a radical shift for the U.S.
A lot of the agreements under
which the U.S. is operating right
now, whether they are multilateral
like ANZUS, or bilateral like the
treaties that exist between the U.S.
and Japan and the U.S. and the
Philippines, were negotiated following the second World War and in
many cases haven't been renegotiated or looked at since.
What is happening with Australia
might force the U.S. to re-examine
some of those relationships, which
were made and codified under international law in very different times,
or might perhaps even force the U.S.
to renegotiate or change them, ifnecessary.
Marks: Let's consider Japan. Whatever you are going to say about it,
Japan is dependent upon a world of
open trade. And what creates that
world, at least in Asia, on the Pacific Rim, is the long arm of the
American military. And to that
extent it is continually dependent
on the American military.
There are those in Japan who
recognize that and people within
the American government who
want to begin rearming Japan and
that causes all kinds of problems,
both within Japan, and in China.
The Chinese get absolutely furious
about a rearmed Japan.
Kaufman: The other thing with
Japan is the guns-and-butter tradeoff. As long as Japan doesn't have
to rearm they can still devote a lot
of their time, energy and resources
to building up their economic power at the expense of the U.S.
Right now, clearly enough, (Japanese Prime Minister) Nakasone is
pushing the need to build up Japan's
military, partly, in fact, to further

assert its independence from the
United States.
This is both frightening and reassuring. Frightening in the sense that
it does create the specter of an
expansionist Japan, which creates
images for China and some other
nations that are not very pleasant.
On the other hand, for the U.S. and
some other nations, maybe what
that means is that resources will be
diverted and Japan will start "carrying its own weight."

was, in fact, either their potential
or actual anti-communist status in a
world which at that point, after
World War II, looked at things in
black and white.
I think as we open up with China
and pay more attention to some of
the repressive things occurring in
the Philippines and Korea (numerous reports on this are going to
come out of the press coverage of
the Korean Olympics), it may
enable the U.S. to start to rethink
some of its behavior there.

Marks: What other trade-offs are
made in the name of economic
development?
I'd like to focus on human rights
issues in Asia for awhile. I think it
is generally in everybody's interest
to support the basic human rights
of people throughout the world.
Repression in any form I find rather
abhorrent whether it is in South
Korea or the Peoples' Republic of
China or in Taiwan and one could
argue there are lots of equivalencies
there.
Yet, if you institute political and
social frameworks respectful of
human rights, one might say you
are increasing labor costs as well,
because then people will have labor
unions and, if there is a real democratic system, people might say
instead of choosing to export continously, we want to raise our
standard of living and that cuts out
the amount you can export.
So I am suggesting that there
might be contradictions between
the needs of Koreans, Taiwanese,
Chinese and others, for human rights
and the needs of the American businesses that want to invest in Asia.

When I see the term Pacific
Rim, I think it gives the impresion of a common culture, a
common concept—the idea that
between these different countries
there are, after all, many similarities. Our needs are the same.
There is such a large consumer
population in China. The
economy has been developing
rapidly in the last few years as a
result of opening to the outside
world, but because the Chinese
need to buy high technology
from other countries, they have
to sell their own goods at poor
prices.
It will take a long time for
America to reach its full trade
potential with China. I have
talked to a lot of investors, and
they speak of problems with the
Chinese bureaucracy, transportation and lack of education.
However, as China enters its
seventh Five-Year Plan
(1986-1990), further trade and
technological cooperation will
continue to be encouraged.
by Hsiao-Min Chang

McBride: I do not think that the
primary initial purpose of supporting repressive regimes was based
on economic or business interests.
I think our initial support of regimes
such as South Korea or Taiwan was
based on their anti-communist
status.
It may have also turned out that
was beneficial for certain businesses
with some influence in government
and a desire to maintain conditions
there. But I think the initial impetus

That is, if we are starting to have
good economic and political relations with China, then we don't
need South Korea's support as
much. This may enable us to put a
little more pressure on these other
regimes and say: "Look, if you want
our continued help and assistance,
you are going to have to open up in
terms of your human rights."
In this regard, what do you think
is really going on in China? There is
the question of reform. I see it as a

reform in terms of who is allowed
into the leadership, and a change in
some of the operating principles
they employ. They're exhibiting
more humane treatment of those
who may want to disagree or protest, but I don't see them totally
opening up yet in human rights.
Marks: Deng Xiaoping said once
that markets in China are like birds
in a cage, "We will allow capitalism
in markets to fly around," he said,
"but it is not going to get loose. It
is going to stay within a very definite structure and that structure
is state ownership of the key elements of the means and forces of
production."
One could argue that the reform,
so called, has nothing to do with
the political system. The party is
there, it is dominant. The question
is one that is understood in terms
of how much central planning and
bureaucracy is necessary.
Mao wanted to get rid of bureaucracy by smashing it and then was
faced with a dilemma—if you don't
have a bureaucracy to allocate
goods and resources, how are you
going to do it? It was a dilemma that
was never resolved.
Deng on the other hand sees
markets as tools that can be used to
further socialism and doesn't really
consider the possibility that markets in and of themselves begin to
create their own goals and begin to
create forms of social consciousness
which are really quite in contradiction to basic socialist aims and goals.
There is lots of opposition to
Deng and his policies still. And that
is taking the form of bureaucratic
footdragging. But at the highest
levels, yes, I don't see any reason
why the "open door" policy is not
going to continue.

The preceding excerpts are from
the panel discussion on the changing
scenario around the Pacific. While
they offer no solutions to the problems that exist or may arise in the
future, we hope they will stimulate
increased interest in the issues which
are important to us all. IJ
Karen Duprey
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Chief Newman preparing to coach baseball.
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etired Whittier College football
coach, Wallace "Chief"
Newman passed away in early
November at Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital, following a
lingering illness. To many in the
athletic and academic communities,
Chief Newman was Whittier College
during the more than three decades
when he served the institution as
football and baseball coach.
It is difficult, in an era so removed from the one in which Chief
Newman first came to Whittier (and
prominence), to convey his importance to the town and the college.
Only someone who was here to
experience his long reign as the premier west coast small-college football
coach can understand.
Things were very different back
then. Los Angeles was a big city,
but not the behemoth it is now; the
area surrounding it was more cultivated than populated. No pro-sports

franchises had yet moved to California, nor had television been
invented. Whittier was a small city,
but a city in its own right. And
while the people who populated it
were of Quakerly habits, they were
hungry for entertainment like anyone else.
Where did that entertainment
come from? Often from the college
up the hill.
In building a winning football
program—one that produced seven
conference champions in the 19
seasons when he was in charge—
Chief Newman provided a great
deal of entertainment to the people
of Whittier and surrounding communities who flocked up the hill to
Hadley Field to watch his teams in
action.
To watch him in action too. The
archetype of a charismatic coach,
he prowled the sidelines, scowling
at the officials, urging on his

The Chief's face conveys his feelings.

players, and periodically stomping
and kicking whatever was handy in
wordless expression of the occasional frustration and rage which
were the inevitable by-products of
his intensely competitive nature.
He found time to engage in a
loud, running verbal interchange
with his "Board of Strategy," a
body composed of zealous and
opinionated fans who came out to
Hadley Field, where the spectators
were nearly on top of the player's
bench, and were kind enough to
share their profound understanding
of football with the Chief.
Though best known as a football
coach, Chief loved baseball too,
perhaps even more than football.
He had two tours of duty as baseball coach at Whittier College,
extending for 22 years, during
which his teams won 10 conference
championships.

Among the most impressive things
connected with the successful athletic career of Chief Newman was
his corollary success as an educator.
Not just a coach, he was a teacher,
counselor and builder of men, a
man totally committed to the
young people on campus.
The strongest demonstration of
the validity of this claim is the testimony of his former students.
Certainly the most famous of these,
former President Richard Nixon,
put the matter this way in a letter
dated March 17,1980: "You taught
us all to pursue excellence. But
above all you instilled in us a neversay-die spirit."
Whittier College Trustee
Rayburn S. Dezember had this to say
about the Chief in a testimonial
assembled several years ago: "Chief
possessed the unique capability to
be a positive influence on the lives

of all who knew him, both on and
off the field.
"He taught us that we could accomplish any goal that we believed
in strongly enough and were willing
to make the necessary personal
sacrifices to achieve."
Chief was born on the La Jolla
Indian Reservation in San Diego
County. His mother, Delores
Martinez, was Basque and Indian;
his father, Philip Henry Newman,
was English and German. His mother's family were members of the
Luiseno tribe who came from the
Shoshone family and spoke that
language.
Chief went to high school for
two years at Sherman Indian Institute but graduated from Riverside
Polytechnic High School, where he
won varsity letters in football, basketball, baseball and track.
continued overleaf
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He played three years of football
at the University of Southern California, two as a lineman and one in
the backfield, and was a member of
the Trojans' first Rose Bowl team
in 1923 when USC beat Penn State,
12-3.
Intensely proud of his Indian
heritage, Chief devoted considerable time and energy furthering the
advancement of the American
Indian. He taught an advanced
course in Indian education at Riverside City College and was the first
and only president of the Mission
Creek Board of Indians.
He also served as an adviser to
state and federal officials on matters of Indian land claims and
education, and was especially concerned about a fair presentation of
Indian culture in the textbooks
used in California schools.
It wasn't all peaches and cream
for Chief at Whittier College. He
endured three crises during his twodecade tenure here. Each time he
seriously considered leaving and
once, he resigned.
The Great Depression was responsible for the first one. During a sixmonth period when many faculty
members left the college, Chief
received half-salary for three months
and no salary for another three
months.
He resigned in 1938 because of
Whittier's position on a conference
policy matter. The athletic department had voted one way, but by
the time they arrived at the meeting,
the faculty representative had
turned it around 180 degrees. The
dispute was resolved the next day
by President Mendenhall and he
stayed on. The third crisis was launched by
some disgruntled alumni and townspeople after one of Chief's four
losing seasons in 1947. They clamored for more passing and less
hard-nosed football, but the campaign failed and the Poets rebounded strongly the next season.
Chief was very demonstrative
when stalking the football sidelines
or pacing the baseball dugout.
When his temper flared over an
18

The Chief with one of his fans.

official's ruling or a big play by the
opposition, he would stomp and
kick whatever happened to be
handy. He ruined many of his white
Stetsons that way.
At Hadley Field, where the spectators were nearly on top of the
players' bench, Chief was fair game

for the hecklers or his "Board of
Strategy." These zealous fans came
out all the time—for games and
practice sessions. They hollered out
advice on when to kick, pass or run
and even laid out ill-advised plays
or trick formations for him.
The Chief is gone, but his heritage lives on at Whittier College and
former students and athletes will
remember the impact the big Indian
with the booming voice had on
their lives. lJ

Fishing: Peace and quiet for once!

SECOND CENTURY FUND

Whittier College
Plans for Library
Expansion/Renovation
Move Forward
The Library Committee of the
Second Century Fund, chaired by
Mrs. Richard P. Ettinger, Jr., of
Balboa, was presented recently with
a Building Program drafted by
Whittier College Librarian Philip
O'Brien in cooperation with interim
Dean of Academic Affairs William
Wadsworth.
The document, a preliminary outline of library improvement priorities and needs, represents a significant step toward the development
of firm plans for the renovation and
expansion of Bonnie Bell Wardman
Library. With the Building Program
now in hand, it is possible to proceed
with the solicitation of architect's
proposals (presentation of which are
now scheduled for February) and
to begin discussions with library
consultants.
"The preparation of these plans,
and the decision on the part of the
Library Committee to initiate discussions with architects are marvellous developments," college
President Eugene S. Mills remarked.

"The contemplated library improvements will do much to facilitate the
scholarly work of faculty and
students."
Renovation and expansion of the
library are among the most important priorities outlined in the
recently completed Pereira campus
plan. While Wardman Library is
among the most modern campus

The total value of contributions
(cash and pledges) to the Whittier
College Second Century Fund campaign has reached $16.5 million,
according to Mrs. John A. Fusco,

chairman of the campaign.
The goal of the campaign is to
raise $25 million for investment in
endowment, renovation and new
construction.

mid-point 1985-86
$16.5million,

Second Century Fund
Totals Reach $16.5 Million

buildings, the growth of the college
book collection and the growth (or
acquisition) of several special collections have rendered the existing
facility inadequate for current and
future needs.
Among the improvements called
for in the preliminary plans is the
construction of a special collections
area to accommodate those now
housed in different parts of the
library.
These include the papers of poet
and college namesake John
Greenleaf Whittier, novelist and
college alumna the late Jessamyn
West, and Quaker novelist and playwright Jan De Hartog. The Nixon
collection and the collection of
early Quaker papers are also to be
housed in the new section.
In addition to the construction
of a special collections area, the
preliminary plans call for the construction of additional stack space,
the installation of air conditioning
(required not merely to increase the
comfort of college students and staff
but also to preserve fragile books,
papers and manuscripts), the computerization of the library cataloging
system and the installation of new
carpeting.

Second Century Fund Campaign totals
continue to mount
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Alumni Annual Giving Participation
Reaches 11% at Halfway Po int
Eleven percent of Whittier College alumni have already responded
to annual giving solicitations thus
far this fiscal year. Their contributions, together with those of special
friends, corporations, foundations
and parents, brought the total unrestricted giving to $341,101 as of
December 31, the halfway point of
the fiscal year.

such as foundations and corporations because it illustrates the
enthusiasm of those who are close
to the college."
Contributions to the Annual
Fund for the fiscal year beginning
July 1, 1985, totalled $583,698 at
the end of December, a substantial
increase over the $515,488 received
during the same period in the

Each member of these associations receives as recognition free
admission for two to all home athletic and cultural events, library
privileges and the use of the athletic
facilities by reservation.
Those pledging an annual gift of
$1,000 or more in unrestricted
funds become members of the college's prestigious John Greenleaf

ANNUAL GIVING
(in millions)

$1,976,983 1983-84
$1,415,092 1984-85

$583,698
(as of Dec.31, 1985)

JULY

Trustee C. Milo Connick, Ph.D., D.D.

Alumni participation must, however, reach 30% by June 30 in order
for this year's annual giving goal of
$762,000 to be met. The goal for
unrestricted giving from all sources
is $1,412,000 for this fiscal year.
Dr. C. Milo Connick, professor
emeritus of religion, trustee of the
college, and chairman of Annual
Giving for the Second Century
Fund Campaign, expressed his pleasure at this result.
"I'm very pleased with the support we've enjoyed," he says. "To
date, we've received 1,481 gifts,
which compares favorably with the
793 gifts we'd received by this time
last year. Such widespread participation in our fund-raising efforts is
important to sources of funding
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1984-85 fiscal year. The average
gift to the Annual Fund (restricted
or unrestricted) was $394. When
the capital and endowment gifts are
included, the total received amounts
to $1,896,289.
"Broadening the participation of
Whittier College alumni in the annual giving campaign is critical,"
Dr. Connick stresses.
"In recognition of this, we have
established a number of honorary
societies to recognize those who
remember Whittier every year."
Contributors of $125 become
members of the Associates; $250
contributors become Pacesetters;
those who give $500 become Sponsors; donors of $1,000 are Fellows;
a donor of $5,000 is a Benefactor;
and a $10,000 contributor becomes a member of the President's
Council.
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Whittier Society. They are invited
to participate in a number of special
events each year, including the
society's annual dinner. Speakers
for this event have included Gerald
Ford, Henry Kissinger and Jeane
Kirkpatrick.
In order to keep in touch with
Whittier College's friends and maintain support of the Annual Fund,
a Phonathon is held each spring.
Volunteers call those who have contributed in the past, receive their
current pledges and update statiscal
information.
Al Stoll '49 will chair this year's
event and John Caufman '45 will
act as co-chair. The Phonathon,
which last year raised $149,000, will
be held March 11,12,13 and 16. If
you would like to volunteer to assist with this year's phonathon, contact the college advancement office.

Philadelphians Invest in College Future Quaker City
Whittier College formed a new
organization in April 1985—the
Philadelphians—to honor those who
have made a planned gift, or have
indicated that they have remembered the college in their will or
trust. To date, the Philadelphians
have almost 100 members and a roster of planned gifts and other
charitable arrangements that will
eventually aid the college substantially.
The following list of Philadelphians represents only a fraction of
those who have arranged a planned
gift or who have indicated that they
have remembered the college in
their will.
Mrs. Thelma Sprague Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey B. Alverson
Miss Beulah D. Bartlett
Mrs. Granville Basye
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold M. Blackburn
Mrs. Winifred C. Bond
Mrs. Helen J. Chase
Mr. & Mrs. John Christiansen
Mr. & Mrs. Myron Claxton
Dr. & Mrs. C. Milo Connick
Mr. Christopher T. Cross
Mrs. Paul A. Ekholm
The Honorable Thomas Erwin
Mrs. Peggy Gene Evans
Mr. George A. Fox•
Mrs. Esther Goerg
Mr. John E. Grigg
Mrs. Bette Kesler Guithues

Mr. Gerald E. Hempenius
Mr. William High
Mrs. Marian W. Hodge
Mrs. Wren Rucker Hutchinson
Dr. Lois E. James
Mrs. Mary Coffin Kimber
The Honorable &
Mrs. Douglas K. Kinsey
Mr. Ross McCollum
Dr. & Mrs. David M. Mann
Mr. Jack 0. Manning
Miss Laurel Meyer
Mr. J. Terrence Mooschekian
R. Chandler Myers, Esq.
Mrs. Louise Nelson
Mrs. Barbara P. Olsen
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Palmer
Mr. Byram E. Peck
Dr. R. James Perry
Mr. Robert Edwin Perry
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Pressey
Mr. & Mrs. Newton P. Robinson
Mr. Hubert H. Semans
Mr. & Mrs. E. L. Shannon, Jr.
Miss Isabelle M. Sheller
Mrs. Clara Mae Stephens
Dr. Roy Q. Strain
Mr. William H. Thomas
Dr. Benjamin B. Tregoe
Mr. Gordon Williams
Mrs. Roy H. Winchester
Anyone interested in becoming
a member of the Philadelphians
should contact Kathleen Markham,
J.D., Whittier College's Director of
Planned Giving.

Donor

Some
Recent
Gifts
to the
Second
Century
Fund

Anonymous
Quaker City Federal
Savings
Jones Foundation
Chevron USA
Southern California
Edison
Mrs. Richard P.
Ettinger, Jr.
Mrs. John A. Fusco
City Services Oil
Company
TOTAL

Gift Amount
$124,000
100,000

Federal Savings
Backs Performing Arts
Center Campaign
The Whittier College Performing
Arts Center building fund received
$100,000 from Quaker City Federal
Savings and Loan Association of
Whittier in late December.
"It's been a sensational year for
Quaker City Savings and we're happy to share our good fortune," said
Jerry Thomas, president and chief
executive officer of the organization.
"We're happy to accept this
check in the same community spirit
in which it is given," said Mrs. E. L.
Shannon, Jr., chairman of the Performing Arts Center Committee of
the Whittier College Second Century Fund Campaign.
Joan Woehrmann'52, co-chairman
of the Whittier branch of the committee and college President Eugene
S. Mills were also present to accept
the check on behalf of the college.
Douglas W. Ferguson, a member
of the college board of trustees and
chairman of the board at Quaker
City, is co-chairman of the local
group with Woehrmann.

Purpose
PAC *
PAC

75,000
50,000
50,000

Hoover Hall micro-computers
PAC
PAC

27,000

Library planning fund

17,000
5,000

Library planning fund
PAC

$448,000

*Whittier College Performing Arts Center
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Jones Foundation
Funds Computerization
of Hoover Hall
Whittier College recently received
a grant of $75,000 from the Jones
Foundation. The money will be used
to purchase software and equipment required to complete the Clift
Micro-computer Center, which
serves the Business and Economics
Department, and to purchase other
micro-computer equipment for use
by the English and History Departments. All of these departments
moved into their present quarters in
the newly-refurbished Hoover Hall
in September.
Mrs. E, L. Shannon, Jr., accepts the first check toward their $50,000 pledge for
the Performing Arts Center from Chevron U.S.A., Inc.'s vice president
Owen S. Murphy. Margo Bart, Southern California district land supervisor for the oil
company (left) and President Mills participated in the ceremony.

Performing Arts Center
Receives Contribution
from Chevron U.S.A.
Chevron U.S.A., Inc., made the
first of two payments toward their
$50,000 pledge to the Whittier College Performing Arts Center in an
early November ceremony.
"We are very pleased to accept this
as one of the first major corporate
gifts for the Performing Arts Center
fund," said Mrs. E. L. Shannon, Jr.,
chairman of the Performing Arts Center committee of the Second Century
Fund Campaign, formed last June.
Mrs. Shannon and Whittier College President Eugene S. Mills accepted Chevron's $25,000 check on
behalf of the college in a ceremony
in the president's office. The check
was presented by Owen F. Murphy,
vice president of Chevron, and
Margo Bart, Southern California
district land supervisor.
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The Chevron officials stressed that
the Performing Arts Center attracted
the company's attention because it
will benefit both the college and the
local community.
Chevron U.S.A., Inc., has maintained offices in the Whittier/La Habra
area since the company's early days
as Standard Oil of California. Its historic Mission Court (Whittier) office
building was later sold at a nominal
price to the college and served as a
college dorm from 1942 to 1979.

Hoover Hall

The grant of $75,000 is the fifth
grant the college has received from
the Jones Foundation, established
in 1969 by Fletcher Jones, cofounder of Computer Services Corporation, since February 1981.
In addition to assisting in the acquisition of computers for educational
and administrative use, the Jones
grants, totalling $225,000 have
supported student financial aid
and the college's operating budget.
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I aw S chool
Housing from Undercover
Enforcement
Bill Buratto,
WCSL Director of Development

Stephanie Sautner

An unusual decision in a slumlord case led to national attention
recently for Stephanie Sautner '82,
supervisor of the Housing Enforcement Section of the Los Angeles
City Attorney's Office.
Dr. Milton Avol, a 61-year-old
South Bay neurosurgeon prosecuted
by her office, was offered a choice
of spending 60 days in the county
jail or 30 days in jail and 30 days in
one of his apartments.
"For appearance's sake, he had
to choose his building, but probably
county jail is nicer," Stephanie said.
The recent graduate had extensive experience in law enforcement
before coming to Whittier. But after
seven years with the New York City
police department, she decided she
was ready for a change.
She had worked undercover in
the narcotics division for two years
and then transferred to the sex
crimes squad where in the first year
alone, she and her partner handled
300 cases.
"It takes its toll," Stephanie
explained. "I asked myself, 'do you
want to be doing this when you're
40?' Law school seemed the most
logical way to go."
So, since she had completed two
years of undergraduate work,
Stephanie entered Whittier College
School of Law through the Special
Admissions Program, which considers a few individuals with atypical
backgrounds but demonstrated
ability each year.

Karen Duprey,
Assistant Editor

After graduation in December of
1982, she passed the bar and continued her work as an associate of
former Law School professor
Harvey Levin, providing research
materials for his television appearances and newspaper columns.
Then, in 1984 she went to work for
the Los Angeles City Attorney's
office.
About a year later Stephanie
transferred to the Housing Enforcement Section, where she soon attained her current position as
supervisor. She attributes the unusually quick move to having served
in an in-house legal clinic at
Whittier, where she worked in a
year-long program funded by a
federal grant, representing tenants
in eviction and habitability cases
under the supervision of an attorney.
"It was a terrific experience,"
she said. "We worked with legal aid;
met attorneys, prepared papers and
provided a valuable service for the
community."
Stephanie finds her work in the
City Attorney's office challenging
and rewarding, but still looks to
other possibilities in the future.
"Ultimately I'd like to be a judge."
she stated. "I don't know if that's
realistic, but that's where I'd like
my career to go."
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LAW SCHOOL

Friends and family members look on as some of the 46 Whittier graduates recently admitted to Bar Association are
sworn in by Judge Christian Markey in a ceremony held at the Law School on December 10. A reception honoring the
graduates was held following the event.

Terrorism
Symposium
Whittier College International
Law Society and the International
Law Section of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association are sponsoring a symposium on "Terrorism
and International Law" on Friday,
April 18, 1986.
The event is being held in conjunction with the American Bar
Association International Law Section's spring regional meeting,
April 18-20, and according to
Michael Bayzler, associate professor
of law and faculty advisor to the
sponsoring society, is being presented "in response to a mandate
by President Reagan to the ABA to
see how international law can be
used against terrorism."
It is impossible these days to
open TIME magazine, or any other
national publication concerned
with world affairs, to listen to televised news reports, or to read the
daily newspapers, without becoming aware that terrorism has expanded beyond the borders of the
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developing nations. What recourse
is there against acts such as these
which endanger ordinary citizens?
Professor Jordan Paust, a noted
expert from the University of
Houston Law Center, and other
leading authorities in the field will
endeavor to answer this and other
related questions. It is anticipated
that over 200 concerned individuals
will attend the symposium, registration for which is available
through the International Law Society. Later, the Whittier Law
Review will publish an account of
the proceedings.

Health Law
Symposium
A number of topics of special
interest to health care attorneys,
professionals and consumers, are
making headlines in the press these
days. Several of these current issues
will be covered by panelists in the
fifth Health Law Symposium, to be
sponsored by the Whittier Law
Review and the National Health
Lawyers Association, on March 14,
1986.

"H.M.Os: The New Surge in
Applications," "The Legal Aspects
of AIDS" and "A Right to Die: Issues for Health Care Providers," will
be spearheaded by Richard Camilli,
assistant commissioner, California
Department of Corporations,
Health Care Service Plan division;
Kenneth W. Kizer, director, California Department of Health Services; Assemblyman Alister
McAlister, chairman of the Assembly Committee on Finance and
Insurance; and David Swoap, partner
in the firm of Franchetti & Swoap
of Sacramento.
Participants in the all day conference will be able to challenge the
speakers or solicit additional information that will help increase their
own expertise. Anyone who is
interested in attending should contact the Whittier Law Review office
at the Law School. U
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Dr. Douglas K. Kinsey

Institutions of higher education raise money in many ways, for many
purposes. Among the most important purposes is to build the endowment.
Endowment plays a critical role in the financing of a college. It stabilizes the budgetary situation by minimizing dependence on short-term
financial arrangements such as foundation grants.
Such short-term arrangements, while a valuable source of income, can
create turbulence. If, for example, a program is funded solely by grant
money, is it to be dismantled when the grant has run its term? What if it
has proven valuable? And if a college simply incorporates the cost of a program thus established into the operating budget, has it made a sustainable
commitment?
Questions like these are hardly unique to Whittier College. A recent
survey of college presidents revealed that 28% of them identified raising
money as the greatest challenge facing them this academic year. Fifty-two
percent said that financial affairs consumed more than usual attention last
year, and two-thirds said they were spending more time on fund-raising.
While since 1979, when Eugene Mills assumed the college presidency,
the endowment at Whittier has nearly doubled to $15 million, it still
remains smaller than that at most of the colleges with which we like to
compare ourselves.
The following table contrasts Whittier with six other comparable colleges in terms of endowment per student.
Endowment per student
6,700
University of Redlands
10,000
Whittier College
44,200
Occidental College
45,300
Carlton College
Haverford College
49,100
83,600
Pomona College
123,800
Swarthmore College
Improving Whittier's standing in the above listing is among the principal
goals of the Second Century Fund Campaign. The income generated by
additional unrestricted endowment funds will be applied to several high
priority areas: the creation of endowed chairs for professors of exceptional
ability; the creation of endowed scholarships; adding to the college Venture Fund (the income from which is used to underwrite interesting educational experiments); and faculty development.
Those who prefer to designate how their gift is used may do so through
a restricted donation. Members of the development staff are always available to assist with such investments in the future of Whittier College and the
excellent faculty and students that are its foundation.
As an alumnus or friend, we hope you will elect to support private
higher education, particularly at Whittier, where the need is great.
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On Campus

Homecoming
he 1985 Homecoming festiviies are already just a splendid
Ttmemory. The weekend of
October 18, 19 and 20 was blessed
with the kind of weather which
helped create Southern California's
"land of sunshine"myth.
Over the three days, returning
alumni were kept hopping as eight
classes—'40,'45, '50, '55,'65, '70,
'75 and '80—celebrated reunions at
locations around Whittier and on
campus.
Members of the Class of '35 were
inducted into the Golden Anniversary Club at a luncheon held in
the courtyard of the President's
home.
In addition to all this class
activity, ten societies held their
traditional Saturday brunches; the
drama department produced the
fall play, A Glass of Water; the
foreign students and their host
families met for tea; the home economics department had a picnic;
Delta Phi Upsilon held a tea and
open house; and the history
department held a reception

Crowds at football game, Whittier beat
Pomona-Pitzer.
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Homecoming King Gary Miguel &
Queen Jeni Bradley.

honoring Dr. Harry Nerhood which
overflowed the President's Dining
Room.
First Friends Church honored
the College at the Sunday service
and alumni performers filled the
chapel with joyous music at the
Sunday evening concert. Students,
too, had a variety of activities from
which to choose. The traditional
bonfire and pep rally was followed
by a pizza bust and "air-band"
contest in The Club, while "campus
capers," a non-stop series of team

games, dances, parties and musical
and dramatic productions, all vied
for the students' attention. Everyone joined forces Saturday evening
at the pre-game barbecue which was
held on the baseball field. Dinner
was enlivened by music by a jazz
band arranged by the Black Collegiate Association.
The mayor and local and school
dignitaries were introduced and the
Homecoming Court was presented
to the massed student/alumni
gathering.
The Poets football team made
the weekend perfect as they emerged victorious over Pomona-Pitzer,
while a packed stadium cheered
them on to victory.
Friendships were renewed, memories revived, old and new victories
were celebrated and alumni and
students felt once again the warmth
and closeness so typical of the
Whittier "family."

4;!

Homecoming! Coach Tak Kobayashi
discusses strategy with the team.

Economist is Nixon Scholar Trustee Gets
White House
Appointment

President iWills (right) greets Nixon
Scholar Gary M. Walton as John
Roberts of Pasadena looks on.

Economist Gary M. Walton, who
has appeared on television and been
heard on radio as a commentator, is
the author of a number of publications on the American economy
which have received considerable
acclaim. Currently dean of the U.C.
Davis School of Administration, he
was on campus in October as one of
this year's Nixon Scholars.
During his visit to Whittier College he met with faculty members
and students and gave a number of
talks, including one to members of
the John Greenleaf Whittier Society,
the Business and Economics Department Board of Visitors and other
members of the Whittier College
community in Lautrup Lecture Hall.
Dr. Walton introduced a film
entitled "A Debate: A Balanced
Budget Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution." The film, which is a
record of a panel discussion

representing cogent presentations of
both sides of the balanced budget
controversy, featured Nobel Laureate Milton Friedman; former
Office of Management and Budget
director Roy Ash; and Stanford
University professor of law Gerald
Gunther. After the showing,
Dean Walton discussed the contents
and invited the audience to participate in a discussion.
A reception in the foyer of the
newly reconstructed Hoover Hall
followed the presentation.

Trustee William H. "Mo"
Marumoto '57 was recently appointed by President Reagan as a
Delegate to the National White
House Small Business Conference
Mo is no stranger to the White
House, having been Special Assistant
to the Nixon administration from
1970-73, when he was responsible
for recruiting Cabinet and subCabinet officers for the Executive
Branch and having served from
1969-70 as Assistant to the
Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. He
has also served as a trustee of
CASE (Council for the Advancement and Support of Education)
endowing a special award, the
Father Theodore Hesburgh
Trustee's Medal, for members of
the board, because, he said, "Good
trustees are of fundamental importance to an organization and to do
the job effectively one must reach
beyond one's previous experience."
Founder and president of the
management consulting firm, Interface Group, Ltd., Washington, DC,
Mo has received a number of
awards, including the Whittier College Alumni Service Award (1978);
Distinguished Public Service
citations from the Japanese American Citizens League, the National
Chinese Welfare Council and the
League of United Latin Citizens;
he was also nominated "Nisei Man
of the Year" by the Rafu Shimpo,
the largest English/Japanese newspaper in the country. He has been
featured in Case Currents, the
Chicago Tribune, the Washington
Evening Star News, the National
Journal, Sunset Magazine, the
Wall Street Journal and numerous
Japanese American periodicals.

William H. "Mo "Marumoto
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Class of 1940

Class of 1945

Class of 1950

Class of 1955
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THE " TIME SHA

Bill and Harriet Harris "at home."
Courtesy of Los Angeles Times, 1985.
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RING" COUPLE
rustee Willard "Bill" Harris '55 and his wife, Harriet, were recently
the subject of a long article in the Orange County edition of
the Los Angeles Times, which praised them for spending much
of their busy time in service to the community.
Bill, together with his brother Ben, started his career in his father's fence
business and a couple of years later the twins formed their own company to
make concrete blocks. By 1960 they were building apartment complexes
and in 1966 they formed a company, Rampart, to build pre-cast fireplaces,
which became very popular with home builders since they were far more
economical than installing fireplaces in the traditional fashion, brick by brick.
"The fireplaces not only made Bill a multimillionaire, they also served
as an introduction to Harriet, whom he met in 1968 when he was selling
the fireplaces to John Lusk & Son, the firm for which Harriet was then in
charge of purchasing," reported Doug Brown, Times Staff Writer and
author of the article, who then went on to say how the couple lost contact
until 1973, when Harriet was handling purchasing for the Grant Company
and they were again doing business together. Then in 1976 they founded
Ridgewood Development, In., a Costa Mesa home-building company and
it wasn't long before their relationship expanded from a business partnership to a courtship which culminated in their marriage in 1980.
Today they jog the two miles around Balboa Island twice every night,
using the exercise to "catch up with each other," Bill is reported as saying.
"During the day we may talk to each other for maybe two minutes—if at
all. So our evening jogs give us a chance to find out what each of us has
been doing . . . although we try to leave business at the office."
Harriet says she owes much of her personal success to John Lusk, who
was willing to offer assistance and encouragement when she began to
climb a ladder that is predominately male-oriented—the building industry—
although she admits that her sex has not proved a disadvantage and that
"in many cases my gender has worked in my favor."
It would seem the "millionaire couple." as the Times dubs them, keep
in mind the dictum of Andrew Carnegie, the 19th century millionaire and
philanthropist, who once said: "The problem of our age is the proper
administration of wealth, so that the ties of brotherhood may still bind
together the rich and poor in harmonious relationship," for Harriet acts as
executive vice president of the Program for Women Foundation and is
leading the campaign to raise $1 million to build a hotel for homeless
women on the grounds of the YWCA in Santa Ana.
The list of activities in which the Harrises are involved is seemingly endless. Long active as a philanthropist for the City of Hope, in 1979 Bill
dedicated the hospital's nuclear medical wing, while Harriet serves on the
Board of Trustees. Bill is also a founder of the Center Club of the Orange
County Performing Arts Center and a member of the Center's Gridiron
Club. In addition he is an owner of the U.S. Football League's Arizona
Outlaws, and observes that his interest in the sport was influenced by
George Allen, under whom he played tight end for the Poets for four years.
Now that George has retired, Bill says he is selling his share in the team.
George Allen also was instrumental in Bill becoming involved in President
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Reagan's National Council on Physical Fitness and Sports acting as chairman of the committee which selected Aliso Viejo as the site for a $50million Fitness Academy. He now spearheads the national effort to raise
the funds for the facility, which, when completed will serve as a national
training headquarters and research center for coaches and athletes from
the high school through the Olympic levels. To complement her husband's
efforts on the fitness field, Harriet is organizing a statewide convention on
women and physical fitness to be held next year.
As Harriet said, "I think we can keep up this pace because we enjoy the
business we're in. Because we do everything together, we can both stay at
the office until 10 pm without the other cooling his or her heels at home."
Despite their hectic schedules, Harriet and Bill try to set aside weekends
for visits from their four grandchildren. Between them they have seven
children and most of their recreational activities involve the family. During
the summer they made a 10-day horseback trip through the Grand Tetons
with 28 family and friends. They all enjoy winter sports, and now that the
snow is falling there will be more family gatherings, which will entail, as
Bill points out, making dinner reservations for 25 to include children,
spouses of children and grandchildren!
Wonderful people, not just because they have money, not just because
they know how to enjoy it, but because they share it and above all, share
themselves.
Bill and Harriet jog around Balboa Island.
Courtesy of Los Angeles Times, 1985.
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The Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital publication Inner Views
recently printed the following article about Leota Curtis '28.
"Lucky all 'round" is Volunteer Leota Curtis' self-description of her
celebrity status. About two years ago she made her debut in television
commercials. "I happened to catch the eye of a photographer who took a
liking to me and recommended me to an agent he knew," Leota relates.
"The first week I worked for the agent I got two calls and two jobs!"
Casting calls and commercials takes her frequently to Hollywood. Most
recently, she spent two days in San Francisco shooting a current Dreyer's
Ice Cream commercial.
Although she claims that her "thing" is in Hollywood, she's done a few
"things" in her native Whittier too. She and her husband operated a cabinet shop in the city for 27 years. Her many community activities have
included work with Eastern Star, Soroptimists and Meals-on-Wheels.
An Auxilian at the hospital since 1972, she has received an award for
6,000 hours of service there. As well as acting as chairman of the Lobby
Coffee Cart, she puts together lap robe kits she designed for the Craft
Volunteers to sew.
Her 15 years as a deep-sea fishing "Lady Angler" and many more years
as a devoted mother of three and a grandmother all add up to an active
life that keeps Leota 83 years young!

Old Acquaintances

19309S
CLASS AGENTS:
Kenny Ball '34
11730 E. Whittier Blvd., No. 7
Whittier, CA 90601
John Arrambide '35
80 Huntington St., No. 644
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Virginia (Perkins '36) Heck was
honored this year by the Santa
Rosa Junior College Women's Network. She was chosen for her
volunteer work as a founding member of the Sonoma Chapter of
Friends Outside, which serves
prisoners and their families and,
among other things, as a founding
member of the County YWCA. A
letter from the local sheriff cited
Virginia's "patience and ability
to work cooperatively."

19409S
CLASS AGENTS:
Bob Clift '40
7689 South Vale Drive
Whittier, CA 90602
Russ Vincent '40
10103 Homeland Ave.
Whittier, CA 90603
Olive McCloskey '44
1981 Sinaloa Avenue
Altadena, CA 91001
Carol Saunders '45
8229 S. California Ave.
Whittier, CA 90602

Myron Claxton '40, Mayor of
Whittier, was honored at a testamonial dinner benefitting the
YMCA Endowment Fund in October. Myron, who is retired after
working for the Whittier Union
High School District from 1946-79,
is now more active than ever in
Whittier as a community leader.
As Editor, I would like to thank
Carroll and Virginia (Hill '42)
Richardson '41 for their nice card

and kind words. With the card they
sent a copy of their Christmas
giving news of their family. All
three of their parents, they said, are
now over 85 and in good health and
they appreciate the fact that it is so
easy to reach them. The Richardsons spent two weeks in Israel with
their daughter and three grandchildren this year. They visited
their son-in-law's family and friends
and saw Kibbutz Nachshon, near
Jerusalem; the Old City; Acre;
the Sea of Galilee; and the Bahai
World Center in Haifa. They also
much enjoyed the five days on the
Queen Elizabeth II en route to New
York from Southampton. Their
son-in-law, Carl Goodwin, is now
project director for a home development firm in Costa Mesa and
daughter, Kathy, is a medical
assistant in Mission Viejo. Their
three other grandchildren are able
to spend time with them. Son Larry
is now in Alpine and their oldest
granddaughter is at U.C. Berkeley.
The reverse side of their seasonal
letter is filled with ten news items
on peace movements around the
world. Put together in this way
they make a far greater impact
than when separately reported at
different intervals in the world
press.

Bev Pierno '54
2901 Via Anacapa
Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Jane Gothold '55
10121 Pounds
Whittier, CA 90603
Eric Flanders '59
7749 Painter Ave.,
Whittier, CA 90602

Joseph Steffen '50 has retired
to a mobile home in Hemet after
teaching and coaching for 25 years
in the Department of Defense Overseas Schools. His assignments were
in France, Germany, Italy, Turkey
and, lastly, Iwakuni (Japan). "It
was a wonderful experience teaching and coaching the various interscholastic sports in these countries,"
he writes.
The Rev. Charles W. Cooper, Jr.,
'52, who lives with his wife JoAnn
(Weinert '52) in New Hope, PA, has
been appointed assistant to Dr.
Avery D. Post, president of the 1.7
million member United Church of
Christ.
Previously Charles served the
Church as associate for mission
interpretation for the Stewardship Council, where he coordinated
mission interpretation resources
and services. His responsibilities
included the Sunday Bulletin Ser-

To Set the
Record Straight
We much regret having reported
the death of Rodney Rojas '40.
We now understand that he had a
stroke, from which he is recovering well. We wish him a complete
return to health in the near future.
Rev. Charles W.
Cooper, Jr., '52

19501S
CLASS AGENTS:
John Price '50
13728 Walnut Street
Whittier, CA 90602
Joan Jessup '54
2420 Cliff Drive
Newport Beach, CA 92663

vice, which produces worship
bulletin covers for use in local
churches, and the Mission Alive
program, which offers training to
local mission interpreters in participating regional conferences of the
denomination.
Before joining the Stewardship
Council in 1962, Charles served
churches in Santa Barbara and Brea,
continued overleaf
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where he was ordained in 1955.
In addition to his Whittier degree,
Charles Cooper received a master's
in divinity from Yale Divinity
School in 1955 and a master's of
science in communication from
Temple University in 1971.

196O'
CLASS AGENTS:
Wayne Harvey '60
6604 Pine Bluff Drive
Whittier, CA 90602
John Crow '64
RDI Box 365
Port Murray, NJ 07865
Kenneth Hunt '65
5809 Holstein Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Barbara Garrett '69
1469 Hilltop Drive
Azusa, CA 91703

Don C. Bishop '61, president of
Penn Lithographics, Inc., of
Cerritos, has been elected executive
vice chairman of the Board of Printing Industries of America, Inc., the
largest international graphic arts
association, representing printing
and allied graphic arts professionals,
with over 12,000 member firms.
Don was named "Man of the Year"
by the Printing Industries of Southern California in 1979. . . R. Bradford Johnson '64 has won over 85
awards for fine arts since his
graduation from Whittier. Artist
of the popular print, "Closed for
Rapture," Brad is the author of
Farewell to Fond Memories. Brad's
paintings hang in over 400 collections throughout the world. . . Peter
L. Harris '65 has been named president and CEO of F.A.O. Schwarz,
the toy chain which now includes
22 stores. Peter says he took a
special interest in toys when he was
chief buyer for that department at
Gemco and now he and his wife are
both "higher than kites about being
in New York!".. . .U.S. Air Force
Major Donald R. Power'65 was
previously assigned to Minot Air
Force Base in North Dakota, now
he has assumed command of the
36

93rd Organizational Maintenance
Squadron, Castle AFB, California
Sinara Stull '69 has been desigl3ated by McGraw Hill as their top
salesperson in the Western United
States. Sinara is a very busy lady—
in addition to working for McGraw
Hill, she has managed to continue
with her career as a comedienne
through recent performances at The
Comedy Store, Tony Roma's and
The Ice House, to name a few. She
says she would like to get back into
the theatre and films, and her latest
performance, as Grace in the Westchester Playhouse's production of
Bus Stop is a step in this direction.
In the fall issue of the ROCK we
reported the death, on Delta
Airline Flight 191, of Paul B.
Salmon '41.
We have recently learned that
Jean Hancock '64 was yet
another of the 133 fatalities in
the same devastating crash.
A sister of jazz pianist Herbie
Hancock, for whose "Maiden
Voyage" album she wrote songs,
Jean was an accomplished lyricist
and wrote material which was
recorded by the popular musical
group, Earth, Wind and Fire.
Born on December 20, 1943,
the late Ms. Hancock was a
computer consultant by trade
and maintained extremely close
contact with her whole family.
We would like to express our
sincere sympathy to her parents
and two brothers.

1970IQ

%.)

CLASS AGENTS:
Carol Burgess '70
10428 Larrylyn Drive
Whittier, CA 92703
Christina Hickey '74
393 Tremont Street
Long Beach, CA 90814
Mike and Virginia Wade '75
2513 Anabas Avenue
San Pedro, CA 90732
Karen Ayres '79
1835 Orange Avenue
Ontario, CA 91 764

Carol Frances Likins '70 recently
made a trip to Nicaragua with a
friendship delegation to find out
first-hand what is happening there.
She comments that, "If you had
been here, unsure of the popularity
of the revolution and of President
Daniel Ortega, and you had come
to witness a crowd of Nicaraguans
(estimated at 500,000 by the New
York Times) chanting and waving
flags in response to Daniel, that
would make up your mind.".
Robert Parker '70 has been appointed president of the Paramount
Leasing Corporation, which is
affiliated with Paramount Savings

Robert Parker '70

and Loan Association. Bob, a member of the Western Association of
Equipment Lessors, owned and
operated Stockdale Leasing. Corp.
in Bakersfield before accepting his
new position . . . Since the birth
of their daughter, Taryn
last June, Mary (Robins '70) and
Robert Taddeo '76 have found
their lives very full. Bob continues
to work as a Contract Administrator for Hughes Aircraft in El
Segundo and Mary has taken a
leave of absence from the Probation Department until September
1986 so as to spend time with the
baby . . . Chris (Reel '72) and
Eric Nelson '72 were both hard at
work in double roles in a performance of The Pajama Game not long
ago, as was Roxie (Morie '73) Lee.
Chris was a piano accompanist and
conductor when Eric was on stage;
Eric was the musical director and
played the evil Mr. Hasler, while
Roxie was Brenda. Dr. Treser of

the speech and drama department,
told Eric that he'd had "enough of
the villain roles! Let's tell the casting directors that you're kind and
sweet-tempered and ready to play
leading men!" Roxie stays busy
with the day-to-day operation of
the Whittier Community Theatre,
where she serves as Board secretary. . . Sharon (Drown '72)
Crean has been living and working in the north of England for
nearly five years. She lives with her
husband in a tiny village near the
city of York, where she teaches
children with severe mental handicaps at St. Anne's special school.
Christine (Gandolfo '74)
Hickey left the Admissions staff
last spring to take a position as
counselor at Campbell Hall, a
Los Angeles area prep school.
She's much missed here, but perhaps she'll be sending some of her
students our way? . . . Lu Ann
McDonald '75 is keeping busy
lately with a job any soap opera fan
would love! She's responsible for
answering the letters sent to the
stars of NBC's "Days of our Lives!"
Dr. Michael S. Robertson '75
has been appointed to the medical
staff of the Obstetrics and Gynecology department of Worcester
Hahnmann Hospital. Michael, who
was chief resident in that department at the U. of Massachusetts
Medical School, is a junior fellow
of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology in practice
with the Lincoln Ob-Gyn
Associates in Worcester. . . Jim
deProsse '77 is currently a warehouse superintendent at Porsche's
Western United States Distribution
Center. . . Mary Jane (Seymour
'78) De La Pena was recently in
New Orleans on a familiarization
tour for travel agents. "The Louisiana Tourist Board is really giving
us the royal treatment!" she wrote.
Julia (Kleinman '78) Herñandez has taught mathematics and
computer technology at Rosemead
High for six years and has been
director of the school computer lab
for five. "If you have any doubts
about teenagers today," she says,
"Rosemead kids will restore your

faith in their generation. They have
refreshing ideas and solid values."
News of Carlos Yanez '78.
In 1981 he received his J.D. from
Gonzaga University and went to
work for the Irvine Company as a
litigation coordinator. He was next
general counsel for American
Properties in Long Beach, and is
now associated with Donald J.
Parrish in Ventura, where he
practices general litigation with an
emphasis on real estate and corporate law . . . R. Neal Fugate '79
and Nancy Booster '80 appeared
in Agatha Christie's Murder at the
Vicarage at the Golden West
College Patio Theatre a while ago.
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CLASS AGENTS:
Jim Pigott '80
5848 Newlin
Whittier, CA 90601
Tim Arick '84
3550 Wilshire Blvd., No. 200
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Nick Franz '85
3l4 Monterey Rd., No. 13
South Pasadena, CA 91030

We have to report (not bragging,
of course) that yet another recent
graduate is doing well. Michael S.
Hadley '80 has been named district
manager of Borg-Warner Acceptance Corporation's Marine Group
in Newport Beach. Previously with
BWAC's Consumer Group in Santa
Ana, Michael is now responsible for
sales, new business, operations and
training throughout California,
Arizona and New Mexico, serving
more than 100 marine retailers. He
joined BWAC as a district sales
representative in 1981 in Beverly
Hills and then moved to Santa
Ana. . . Dean Rowan '81 and
some of his friends have organized
a new theatre group to deal with
the neglected classics of the stage.
Their group, appropriately called
the "Theatre of the Homeless," .•
borrowed the Cellar Theatre for a
presentation of A Mery Play
betwene Johan Johan the Flusbande, Tib His Wife, and Sir Johan

the Preest, which reportedly was
quite well done. . . Jan
Cunningham '82 and Eileen Johnson '82 have both busied themselves with dramatic pursuits
lately. Jan, with other alums
mentioned before, was in The
Pajama Game while Eileen is
currently a member of the Actors
Ensemble at Group Repertory
Theatre in North Hollywood.
Dorelle (Peters '83) Raab is enrolled in the Master's Program at
the University of Nice, France,
where she is researching a monastery on one of the islands in the
Bay of Cannes for her thesis. She
and her husband have recently welcomed baby Jeremy to the family
and, says Dorelle, "between him
and the University I think I'll
definitely have my hands full for
the next year or so." . . . Alma
Martinez '84 and Wendy Hutchins
'84 have both been in the spotlight
lately, on television and on stage.
Alma has just completed an episode
of "The Twilight Zone" where she
played a NASA scientist, and a
movie-of-the-week called Tough
Love with Bruce Dern and Lee
Remick. Wendy was recently featured as a Soul Girl and Apostle'
Woman in the Burbank Theatre
Guild's production of Jesus Christ,
Superstar. . . Stacy Hornaday '85
has joined the Group Repertory
Theatre as a participating actress
and recently handled the sound for
their production of Blavatsky.
Stacy's work with the group has
convinced the artistic director to
arrange an audition for her with his
agent—what a wonderful opportunity!. . . Almut Hoschele'85 has
been accepted into medical school
in Homburg, West Germany. Al,
who says she was "working at a bar
in Italy and having a good time
with family and friends" this
summer is now studying diligently.
She adds that "the people here
seem to be as friendly as in L.A."
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IN MEMORIAM
1923 Charles Gilmore Ward, notified
November 1985.
1924 Ellen (Douglas) Bunn, notified
October 16, 1985.
1925 Ann (Donelan) Scoins, Oct. 3,
1966, notified October 1985.
1926 Atha Delaplaine Hines,
notified November 1985.
1927 Mary Esther (Cox) Davis,
notified October 14, 1985.
1928 Karl Jeunings Barmore, June
7, 1985.
1930 Ruth (Pike) Bonsey, November
25, 1985.
1931 Richard R. Kennedy, notified
October 15, 1985
Oko Mwrata, August 2, 1985.
1933 Margaret (Lopes) Bowden,
August 8, 1985.
Burton S. Hufford, May 6,
1981, notified October 1985.
1935 Philip G. Blew, October 1, 1985.
Carl M. Spencer, notified
September 17, 1985.
1936 Ed Sowers, September 22, 1985.
1943 Catherine (Megeehan)Herriman,
April 1, 1985.
1947 Robert Tuttle, notified
September 5, 1985.
ne of Whittier College's most
devoted supporters and a
staunch friend for many years
passed away recently.
Mrs. Richard P. Ettinger, Sr., was
born in the Bronx in 1891 and died
at the age of 94 on December 26,
1985.
A resident of East Norwalk, Connecticut, she and her husband
founded the well-known publishing
firm of Prentice Hall, located in
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
The family's interest in Whittier
College has been manifested in a
number of ways. Richard P.
Ettinger, Jr., served on the board of
trustees from 1971 to 1976 and
during this time he and his late mother built the Richard P. Ettinger,
Sr., Faculty/Alumni Center, which
continues to provide a modern facility for meetings, banquets and
community events. Currently,
Mrs. Richard P. Ettinger, Jr., serves

0
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1950 John R. Mann, notified October
29, 1985.
William M. Woods, notified
October 29, 1985.
1951 Bob Sowell, notified November
4, 1985.
1961 Fred H. Mossinger, November 1,
1985.
1968 Kathleen (Ferguson) Wege,
October 17, 1985.
1973 Connie Louise Runnels,
July 7, 1983, notified
October 22, 1985.

MARRIAGES
Nancy E. Corlew to Dana M.
Anderson '77, May 11, 1985.
Margie Humes '77 to Allan Oswald,
May 4, 1985.
Julia Kleinman '78 to Ramon
Hernandez, September 7, 1985.
Ellen Drazkowski to Robert D.
Erickson '80, February, 1985.
Kathy Kane to Brad Couture '82,
August 10, 1985.
Cecily Wright '82 to John J.
Fitzsimmons '83, July 27, 1985.
Melinda Martens '83 to William
Valle '83, May 11, 1985.

BIRTHS
To Mary (Robins '70) and Robert
Taddeo '76, a daughter Taryn
Dominique, June 14, 1985.
To Giget (Apidgian '72) and Gary
Rutherford, a daughter, Bryanne
Lyn, adopted in August 1985; a
sister for Lyndsy Brooke.
ToVirginia (Mason '75) and Mike
Wade '75, a daughter, Christine
Anne, September 24, 1985, a
sister for Jennifer and John.
To Rebecca (Valero '78) and
Joseph Fletcher '77, a son, Daniel,
October 9, 1985.
To Dorothy and Michael Urban,
JD 1980, a daughter, Katharine
Anne, a sister for Michelle Ashley,
September 23, 1985.
To Cathi and James Boyd '82,
a son, Joel David, July 15, 1985,
a brother for Joshua and Jocelyn.
To Joanne (Hrovat '82) and Kent
Takemoto, a son, Ryan Michael,
August 3, 1985.
To Dorelle (Peters '83) and
Francois Raab, a son, Jeremy
Andrew Jean, August 13, 1985.

the academic procession to Harris
Amphitheatre, his shutter clicking
and his artistic eye open for any
particularly interesting shot . . . the
first time a mortar board sported
"Thanx Mom and Dad"; a child
wearing the cap of a graduating
parent; a large family gathering,
beaming with pride; the banner
flown by an airplane bearing congratulations to a new graduate .
t was with great regret that we
The dinners with speeches by falearned of the death of Edmund
mous individuals which he recorded
L. Prentiss last December 6.
for
posterity; the issues of the
Born in Van Nuys, Ed was a photoROCK,
for which he was the official
grapher in Whittier for the past
photographer
for many years; wedtwenty years, a member of the
dings
in
the
Memorial
chapel; the
Whittier Kiwanis, and a noted
list
goes
on
and
on.
outdoorsman and hunter.
Ed endeared himself to all at the
To his wife, Beverly, his son,
Michael who has replaced him as
College for his unfailing courtesy,
his willingness to come to the cam- the college photographer, his
pus at a moment's notice, when an daughter Karen, his father and brounscheduled picture was needed,
ther and his two grandchildren, we
and his readiness to help in any way. offer our sincere sympathy. He will
not soon be forgotten.J
At Commencement he followed
as a college trustee.
Members of the college community unite in expressing their sympathy to Dick and Sharon Ettinger,
to their daughter Ronene '85, to
their son, Jim, a student at Whittier,
and to the entire family.
The name of Elsie Ettinger will
long be remembered with gratitude
and appreciation.
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The Phonathon is coming!
Alumni and friends of Whittier
College will soon be phoning to
ask you for your support of the
Annual Fund. They will be asking for
'
unrestricted funds which the College
's.f
uses to balance its budget.

The
Phonathon
is Coming!
The
Phonathon
is Coming!

These gifts support all areas of the College
from professors' salaries to maintenance crews;
from athletic expenses to the electric bill. In
short, unrestricted Annual Giving provides
vital day-to-day support for the College.
Your contribution is an investment in Whittier
College. It indicates your commitment to the
goals and standards of the College. Only you
can decide how much you should give. Every
gift, no matter what size, is important!
Remember the Phonathon is more than a
fund-raising effort. It is the time when Whittier
Alumni and Friends share the Whittier College
story. It is an opportunity to hear from old
friends who will bring you up-to-date on
classmates and on College activities.
While we attempt to contact all our alumni
during the Phonathon, we recognize we will
be unable to reach some of you. We know
you want to have your name included on
the 1985-86 Honor Roll with the
rest of your classmates and
friends. In order to insure
your name is included,
perhaps you would prefer
to send your gift now.
Whittier College
Phonathon
Whittier, CA 90608
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